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Simplified, secure access to your apps and systems through Imprivata Enterprise Access Management (formerly 
Imprivata OneSign) with single sign-on (SSO) eliminates password fatigue and drives productivity.  

But by how much? And how many applications are team members not utilizing?

Typically, gathering insight into SSO data requires IT teams to spend time and resources building out queries and 
dashboards. 

But not anymore. Introducing Enterprise Access Management (EAM) Analytics

Create custom dashboards
Point, click, and know with the ability to utilize pre-built reports and customizable 
dashboards, eliminating the need to write queries. 

Drill into issues 
Dive deep into specific user issues to understand where the problems are and speed up 
resolution times.

Track trends 
Focus IT resources appropriately with the ability to track usage trends over time.

Understand workstation usage 
See various reports on workstation usageto understand application usage and spot 
potential areas to decrease IT operational spend (licenses, hardware, etc.)

Set alerts
Stay in the know with the ability to set alerts on specific users or use cases to 
investigation issues quickly
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With EAM Analytics, IT teams can save time and get the answers they need quickly. Allowing them to: 

• Visualize areas of success for leadership 

• Notice where gaps may exist to provide additional training 

• Track resolutions to ensure issues are decreasing 

• Find areas where licenses or hardware can be removed to decrease IT operational spend.

Gain valuable information to help drive the adoption of EAM across departments, while finding areas where IT can 

reduce operational spend with EAM Analytics.

To learn more about EAM Analytics watch our video. 

Imprivata is the digital identity company for mission- and life-critical industries, redefining how 
organizations solve complex workflow, security, and compliance challenges with solutions that 
protect critical data and applications without workflow disruption. Its platform of interoperable 
identity, authentication, and access management solutions enables organizations in over 45 
countries to fully manage and secure all enterprise and third-party digital identities by establishing 
trust between people, technology, and information.

For more information, please contact us at 1 781 674 2700
or visit us online at www.imprivata.com

http://www.imprivata.com

